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Thursday, Sept. 20, 1979
Stillwater apartments open,
plans to collect damages
seem to be disappearing
by Steve McGrath
Most of the students who gathered a
week ago Tuesday to plan action against
the Stillwater Village Apartment Complex
moved into their apartments over the
weekend, said Jonathon Smith, a Student
Legal Services paralegal.
And with the move-in, the effort to seek
damages from the complex and its owner
DLP, Inc., seems to be disappearing, he
said.
At least eight students who signed
leases to move into newly-constructed
apartments Sept. 1 had to wait to move in
due to delays in obtaining carpeting and
appliances for the units.
Some students moved in over the
weekend, although the exact number was
not available. Gail Carmel, the manager of
the complex refused to tald to the Campus
or state how many had moved in.
Smith said he believed many of the
students who moved in were on the second
and third floors, although students on the
first floor are still waiting for construction
completion.
Smith, who is handling the case for eight
tenants, said people have been coming in
individually, but have done very little as a
group.
"We've had people come in to ask us
whether they should move in," he said.
Last week, the tenants decided to gather
signatures and present a list of demands to
the manager of the complex. Smith said he
didn't think this had been done.
Judd Esty-Kendall, an attorney on the
SLS staff advised the tenants at the
meeting last week they had a right to break
their leases because the complex had not
allowed them to move in on the agreed day,
Sept. 1. However, many of the tenants at
the meeting needed the apartments, had
nowhere else to go and did not wish to
break the leases.
Arson letter of no use,
district attorney says
by Anne Lucey
Staff writer
The letter from a man in a Colorado
prison confessing to the 1972 arson of the
dairy barns "is of absolutely no use to
anyone," the district attorney said yester-
day.
"If they (campus police) couldn't prove
it (arson) then, how could they prove it
now?" asked David M. Cox, who has the
authority to prosecute Gerry Michael
DeNormandie for the destruction of the
barns.
.Cox said the appearance of "a letter
from a nut isn't going to help u-s." Physical
evidence is needed to "prove that a crime
occurred."
The investigating officer of the 1972
case, however, said "there was no doubt in
my mind at the time that it was arson, but
the D.A.'s office declined to prosecute."
Mark Rustin, formerly UMO detective
sargeant and now a restaurant owner in
Veazie, said he worked four straight days
on the case. "We had A to Z on the whole
thing."
The arson, Rustin said, was committed
as a cover-up of a rape incident.
After DeNormandie raped his female
companion in the hay loft of the barn, he
drove her to her Talmar Wood residence
whee he "threw her and her clothes out of
the car," according to Rustin.
The woman yelled to him she wanted her
underwear returned, so DeNormandie
went back to the barn and burned evidence
a rape had occurred, Rustin said.
"What you have," he added, "is
$400,000 fire for a pair of 39-cent panties."
The letter confessing the arson was sent
by DeNormandie to the Orono campus
police this week "to clear my conscience of
this wrong-doing."
DeNormandie wrote a confession at this
time, he said in his letter, because the
statute of limitations has expired.
DeNormandie was referring to a statute
giving six years for the resolution of a crim.
Last May marked the seventh year, but,
(See Arson back page)
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Workers atop Stevens Hall add afresh coat of paint to the steeple. [photo by Mark Munro]
Faculty flight
May be a thing of the past
by Tammy Eves
Staff writer
Four years ago, a UMO professor
predicted, "Maine has only seen the tip of
the iceberg as far as faculty leaving is
concerned."
But many university officials now tend to
believe faculty flight is a thing of the past.
UMO's business dean says, "I think
we're over the hump on it (faculty
flight)—we've turned the corner on that."
Although business colleges have a high
faculty turnover nationally, Dean William
Devino said UMO's college of business lost
only two assistant professors last year.
"We lost a lot more than that in the
past," he said.
The Office of Institutional Research was
unable to provide exact numbers of faculty
who left the university last year. But
Devino said turnover in the college of
business is high because the supply of
doctorate degrees is low.
"It's a highly mobile field. Almost all
business schools are looking for faculty,"
he said.
The problem of faculty flight is usually
blamed on low salaries. Four years ago,
former President Howard R. Neville said,
"some of our best young talent is being
bled away from our university because our
salaries seem hopelessly behind those in
other universities."
But UMO faculty officially signed their
first contract last week which will hike
salaries 8.5 percent next year.
Despite the raise, UMO's engineering
department still suffers a high faculty
turnover.
Department Chairman John Alexander
said the pay hike will help, but "it's an
awful small help."
"Even with the (faculty) union negoti-
ating raises better than any we've seen in
the last seven or eight years, it's still not
going to solve our problems," he said.
Alexander said the faculty turnover has
(See Faculty back page)
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Campus located bottle centers to open soon
Campaign promise to be fulfilled by student body president
by Lynn Wardwell
Staff writer
Students who stockpile their empty cans
under beds and in closets may soon have a
place to redeem them. The Interdormatory
Board and Student Government are
organizing can redemption centers on
campus.
Student Government Pres. Dick Hewes
is fulfilling a campaign promise with the
help of IDB. Hewes said he and Steve
Bucheratitalked to students about having a
redemption center located on campus. The
response was "overwhelming," he said.
Hewes said students without cars have a
hard time getting to the redemption
centers off-campus. Since nobody comes
by the dorm to collect empties. on-campus
redemption centers would be a good
solution.
The biggest problem is finding the space
to store the cans, said Pam Burch.
president of IDS, "people are being very
possessive, but that's because space is
tight.'"
She said she tried to find a central
location to make it easier on students but
nothing was available. As an alternative
they decided to cover the "corners" of
campus. Presently it looks like Hilltop and
York will be two locations, she said.
The space needed would only have to be
large enough to hold trash bags filled with
cans, such as a large closet, Burch said.
She said two work-study students will be
hired to run the centers, their salaries
coming from GSS funds.
The Bottle Bill has met with favorable
response elsewhere on campus and across
the state, but it's had its share of
opposition from manufacturers and distri-
butors.
Last year Sigma Chi and Delta Delta
Delta sponsored a bottle drive which netted
$1,000 for muscular dystrophy. They
collected over 25,000 bottles and cans from
dorms, fraternities and sororities.
Superintendant of grounds and services,
Peter Dufour, called the bill "a good move
for the university.-
He said there is less litter and damage.
Broken bottles on pavement and against
buildings is always a problem. It is
time-consuming to clean up and in the long
run, it costs the student more money, he
said.
According to Bob Clark, a spokesman for
the Department of Agriculture, the extra
costs fall on the distributors, manufact-
urers and consumers, not on the state.
Although beer prices have increased, the
people are still buying beer.
1-rank Gaziano from National Distri-
butors in Portland is behind a campaign to
repeal the bill.
Clark said Gaziano is trying to get the
question on a referendum ballot in the
November elections. Gaziano refused to
comment on his efforts.
In a survey, the Maine Scenic Committee
found container litter on test sites is down
by 76 percent. They also said there is a 49
percent reduction in all litter.
Bob Clark predicted a national bottle bill
is not far off. He said bottlers now have to
label all the containers differently depend-
ing on which state they are sold in.
Student Body President Dick Hewes is one cog of the government machinery which is
combining efforts with IDB for an on campus redemption center. [photo by Bill Masonl
A week long
  
course with a twist
Bartending school teaches more than mixing drinks
by Liz Hale
Staff writer
"Did you really spend 5190 to learn how
to mix a manhattan?"
Well, not exactly.
It is true that I spent $190. And I did
learn how to make several kinds of
manhattans. But the New England Bar-
taught me a lot more.tending School
I learned to mix. In the 40-hour course, I
practiced 82 different drinks more times
than I care to remember, much less count. I
also wrote out ten or so more.
I learned to clean:
'I learned to mix. In a
40-hour course, I practiced
82 different drink$ more
times than I care to remem
her, much less count.'
After working all day, we broke down the
bars. That meant polishing the mirrors,
washing and filling the bottles, washing
and emptying the sinks, and cutting and
covering the fruit.
I learned to bullshit.
Someone walks into a small bar and asksfar a mai-tai. Say "sure" and make a
planter's punch. As long as it has fruit andjuice and rum, most people will neverknow.
I learned to change a keg of beer, free
pour an accurate shot, spot minors, deal
with drunks, garnish a drink, pour with
both hands and work a cash registar.
But most of all, I learned to work.
Classes started at 8:30 a.m. We had a short
lunch break, and went back to work until
5:30.
We were sent home with homework. Wehad two take-home quizzes and a final
exam consisted of four written pages. We
also did time behind the bar where
practiced so much. All of a sudden
to mix drinks, light cigarettes,
we had
we had
empty
'Someone walks into a
small bar and asks for a
mai-tai. Say sure and make
a planter's punch. As long
as it has fruit and juice and
rum, most people will never
know.'
ashtrays, wipe down the bar, clean spilleddrinks, wash glasses, and talk to five to
seven people who ordered a couple of
different drinks each.
Easy? No, Challenging? Yes. They had
trained me so hard in that silly little one
week class that I dreamed about booze for
weeks.
Did you ever try to learn where all the
different liquors and liquers came from? Or
from what exactly they were made? Or how
long they were aged, and $,4 here, and
when?
We even learned the popular call brands
so we could suggest one if we were out of
another. My way to remember gin:
The Gilbey's Bombay from Tanguray is a
Beefeater who eats Bottles at Booth's
House of Lords until Booth's High and Dry.
And that's only seven of them.
I don't know about the other folks in my
class, but i had a job in three weeks at
$3.25 (and tips) an hour. Sure, I still had to
get on-the-job training, but at least I didn't
have to ask how to make: a perfect rob-roy,
a godmother, a tootsie-roll, a dirty mother
and a tequila sunset.
One more thing. I was a moderate to
heavy drinker before I took the class. Now I
drink a lot less. Too much of a good thing?
RICK CROCKER
Barber-Stylist
Formerly of the
Men's Shop, Sunbury Mall
NOW LOCATED IN ROOM 21
15 CROSS STREET
DOWNTOWN BANGOR
MON-FRI 8-5
Saturday Morning
by Appt„
KATHY CROCKER
Hair Stylist
Formerly of Continental Coiffeurs
MON-FRI EVENING 6-9•
by appointment only
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Amiable BCC dean plans changes...
by George Burdick
Staff Writer
A personable man, whose interests
range from reporting to piloting, John
MacRoy, new dean of Bangor Community
College, says BCC has to "sharpen its
identity."
MacRoy believes that BCC attracts the
more traditional two-year students who
transfer to Orono in their junior year. He
said he would like to see more students
John MacRoy (photo by George Burdick)
find jobs instead of transferring.
To accomplish this goal, MacRoy plans
to develop more career and technical
programming that doesn't duplicate exist-
ing programs in Maine.
"Why should Bangor duplicate courses
offered somewhere else?" MacRoy said.
"It doesn't make any sense."
Instead MacRoy hopes to create unique
"career oriented programing" which will
taop Maine's resources such as fran-
chising and traveling tourism. MacRoy
said the opportunities in traveling tourism
are especially significant since Maine
relies heavily on tourism.
Another facet of the "community college
mission" MacRoy wants to develop are
community service activities. MacRoy
feels that his background in public
relations wil facilitate his efforts to include
the community in the college.
"I think my background compliments
very nicely," he said.
MacRoy said one of the reasons he chose
to come to BCC was to "tell people in the
area what the devil the college is."
The college was looking for someone
who could fulfill the community college
mission," said MacRoy. "They were
looking for someone to relate with the
university community and represent that
college in the community."
As dean, MacRoy doesn't foresee any
problems in fulfilling the community
college mission. However, MacRoy said
there actually is one problem and that is
how to use the resources it has.
"There is a great demand on those
resources," he said. "The greatest
problem will be to discover all things we
have to do with what we have to work with,
but I think that all goes back with how to
cooperate and use the university."
We are all part of the same university,"
said MacRoy. "Just because we are eight
or 10 miles away doesn't mean we can't
make use of university resources."
MacRoy's last job was that of academic
dean at Medaille College, a private 4 year
college in Buffale, N.Y., where over half
the 750 students attended evening classes.
One of MacRoy's prior posts was assistant
to the president for community relations of
the state university of New York Maritime
College, Fort Schuyler, Bronx, NY. In this
job MacRoy formed a college liaison with
community groups similar to the liaison he
plans to have with the Bangor area.
Presently MacRoy said he has not taken
any action on the possible changes. He
said he is in a getting acquainted period
and is learning how the college functions.
"1 can marginally affect next semester,"
MacRoy added. "I think we will have to
look at it. I expect it to be a slow process."
MacRoy confessed that he is still very
interested in journalism. MacRoy said
working as a reporter for the Dean Times
Herald in Olean, N.Y. "was intense, and
was a marvelous experience."
"Someday, when I retire, I would like to
buy a newspaper and be the newspaper's
editor."
MacRoy resides on Stillwater Avenue in
Old Town with his wife and three
daughters.
...Recruiting ups Bangor campus enrollment
by Andy Orcutt
Staff writer
Enrollment at Bangor Community Col-
lege is up nearly 22 percent over last year,
according to UMO Registrar John Collins,
Jr.
There are 680 students currently enrol-
led at BCC, compared to 559 last fall.
He added there are presently 263 males
and 417 females this fall, compared to 209
males and 350 females last fall, which
indicates the increase has been fairly
uniform regarding both sexes.
Collins said the enrollment figures are
preliminary, sirre many students drop-out
after the first few weeks of classes. He said
a secondary report should be issued by
Oct. 1.
Attempting to justify the increase,
Collins said, "There are a couple of
reasons. I think there's been more
recruiting by BCC. I think they're doing a
little more advertising, recruiting for
enrollment."
UMO Director of Admissions, James
Harmon, cited the referral of some UMO
applicants to BCC as another reason.
Harmon said many students require
fundamentals they didn't receive prior to
college registration. He used math skills as
an example, and added, "We refer
students who we feel aren't prepared for a
four-year program. That accounts for the
majority of the increases.-
He said letters are sent to UMO
applicants who the admissions office feels
should obtain fundamental skills, urging
them to get those skills before beginning a
four-year program.
According to Harmon, 100 of the 385
students who received such letters this fall
enrolled at BCC.
Doug Miller, residential life coordinator
at BCC said the increase in enrollment has
not seriously affected the housing situa-
tion.
"There has been an increase in
students, but in terms of triples, this is the
lowest number we've had in a long time,",
he said.
Miller said in the last few years, as much
as 60 percent of the dormitories at BCC
contained triples. He said the present low
number of triples is partly due to the
moving of all UMO freshmen housed at
BCC to the Orono campus. Miller pointed
out that the recently-built York Village
apartments were a factor in relieving some
nf the overcrowding.
Carpool proposed for the university community,
student support needed for efficient operation
by Joyce Swearingen
Staff writer
When John Peck wrote a proposal for a
university car pool for his EH 17 class last
spring he probably didn't know what he
was getting himself into.
Peck is currently trying to organize his
thoughts into a workable car pool for
faculty, staff and off-campus students.
Sharon Dendurent, assistant dean of
student affairs, and Susan Dean, security
registrar of the Department of Police and
Safety, are working in cooperation with
Peck to get the car pool off the ground.
During car registration in the Memorial
Union the first week of classes, Peck was
recruiting people to join his car pool effort.
"I got two people together who were
driving from Waterville and two people
who were coming from Ellsworth," Peck
said. "During that registration week, I
talked to about 40 people, and made two
excellent match ups. Just think of how
many more I could match up if people
would show interest.
Peck's next step is a phone survey the
second week in October. "I desperately
need volunteers to help me do this survey,
he said. The survey will be directed toward
students, and they will be called between
the hours of 5:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
"This effort is a good way to become
involved in helping the students, the
campus and to conserve energy. I would
like to see some freshmen and sophomores
get in on the act and help carry it through
for an extended length of time."
Peck has contacted people in many other
areas where car pools are in operation.
"In Vermont this summer, I rode a van
to work each day. This van-pooling is a new
idea where the state buys the vans and
leases them to a group of commuters."
Peck said the University of Rhode Island
has the same problem.
The University of Maryland has a
separate lot for its car poolers.
"We hope to get something like this in
operation at UMO as an incentive for
people to car pool," Peck said. "We've
even thought of reduced registration rates
for car poolers. But, everything is still in
the works, and I need the support of the
students to make it operate efficiently,"
Peck said.
John Peck
opinion
Nazi reaction
The picture above is the house of Paul
Graves.
Nice, isn't it.
Paul is a Nazi. He has placed
advertisements in this newspaper for the
past few years. The ads urge students to
subscribe to "the National Socialist
Newspaper 'White Power." Paul once
told a Campus reporter he ran the ads to
"get reaction" and influence students.
Here's your reaction, Paul.
You're off-base in saving Jews and
Blacks are "people of alien culture who
don't belong in the United States."
Death count
Today, the Campus begins a review of
the UMO faculty.
Or should we say we're beginning a
death count.
Low salaries and benefit packages have
fueled "faculty flight" to other schools.
We have several reasons for taking an
extensive look at our faculty at its
working conditions.
l(We want to show if and how bad
educational quality has decreased due to
the departure of skilled professors.
2(We want to show what faculty duties
are, and, in the words of one state
lawmaker, "what they do to justify more
money. • ' We will note they often have as
much to do outside the classroom as in.
3(We want to show how their
comparatively low salaries affect their
 • 
Anybody belongs here, Paul. That's what
is great about this country, the nation you
purport to love.
Jews and Blacks shouldn't be
discriminated against just because they
were born Jewish or Black.
That would be like discriminating
against you because you happened to be
born stupid, bigoted and paranoid. In
America, everybody gets a chance to tell
his or her story. That's why we gave half a
page of our newspaper to you to tell yours.
Your country tis of thee.
D.W.
lifestyles. If professors are buying
hamburger today where they bought steak
10 years ago, the public should know it.
Conversely, if they are living comfortably,
the stories might weaken their pay
requests.
4(We want to feature some of the
better-known faculty, those who might be
nationally or internationally respected.
Given this information, the public might
want to give faculty better contracts to
keep them here. This is for an informed
public to decide.
We enter this story as impartial
observers. We do have one prejudice,
however; we contend you can't have a
quality university without good faculty.
We will present the facts and let the
public decide just how good a university it
wants. D W.
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Cold world
The sun shines; the birds sing. It's a
beautiful May morning.
Everything seems to be right with the
world. Fear grips the heart of some. Not
the fear of passing a test with a needed
grade of the fear that you will be turned
down for a student loan desperately
needed.
No-it is nothing so simple and childish as
that. The fear hits closer to home; it's
being a senior and facing the possibility of
not being able to find a job in your market;
of having to work behind a counter at
McDonald's serving greasy french fries
and cold hamburgers.
You begin looking at classmates dif-
ferently. It's a cold, cruel, dog-eat-dog
world out there. One of these people might
get the job you've worked long and hard to
get. Grrroowsvl.
If you're in an engineering major, then
you're probably nervous but not too
worried.
The demand for all types of engineers,
according to a July 1978 article in Reader's
Digest, is steadily growing.
Bonita Morse, assistant director for the
Career Planning and Placement Office,
confirmed this trend. The number of
"engineering, computer science, and
business firms that are looking for
graduates is up," she said.
"The job market for CE's (civil
engineers) fluctuates with the economy,"
said John Alexander, chairman of the civil
engineering department. "It was excellent
the last two years, but lousy three years
before."
Of the 56 civil engineers which grad-
uated last year, one-third got jobs in-state
and two-thirds got jobs out of state—with a
starting average salary of $17,000. Indust-
ries, state and national government.
consulting engineering firms, and con-
struction firms each hired about one-fourth
of the graduates, said Alexander.
Some students major in engineering for
the money.
-By the time I'm ready for a job I hope to
be getting a starting salary of $25,000."
said John Chrupcala, a sophomore in
mechanical engineering.
Brian Slattery, a junior in civil engine-
ering, is uncertain whether he's doing
what he wants. But he said "the money
had something to do with it."
Others major in engineering for the
challenge.
"My father's a truck driver," said
Buddy Spaulding, a junior in civil
engineering, "so I've always been inter-
ested in building roads or in pollution
control. Money wasn't much of an
incentive," he said. "I can make more
driving a truck."
And some major in engineering as a
stepping stone.
"I've always wanted to be in aviation or
a test pilot, but," said Richard Mannheim,
a sophomore in mechanical engineering,
"this has stopped me from joining the
military."
According to Morse, jobs are available in
all fields, "but 80 to 85 percent of the jobs
available are not advertised."
But, seniors must "start planning and
researching early." she warned. "It's
essential. We supply the research mat-
erial, but you do the research."
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by Lynn Dombeck
Guest writer
It's 7:00 p.m. and my face is tightly
crammed into my physics book.. scalars
and vectors. I'm trying to add THIS arrow
to THAT arrow, and all I can come up with
is a mess. Hang on, when in doubt, READ
THE TEXT! 0.K.. ."We can sum vectors
graphically by placing the head of vector A
(see diagram) at the tail of vector B."
Easy! I knew there was a reason for buying
this $18 Physics and the Physical Perspec-
tive extravaganza.
I'm having a hard time concentrating
tonight. Maybe it's the shock of being back
at school, or perhaps my shoelaces are too
tight. Could be both. I'll loosen my laces,
just to see if that helps. (Hey, maybe by
chem professor will give me credit for
performing a scientific experiment—The
effect of lace tightness on brain functions.
It could go down in history! Or as an E in
my chem lab...)
Now that my laces are loosened, I'll
create new excuses for my restlessness...
ummmmmm. Let's blame it on the man
peering in at me from the window. No, it's
not a dirty old man. Guess again. Howard
Neville? I don't think so. God? You're
getting closer. It's the man in the moon of
course!
His whole face illuminates the night.
Last week I saw half an eye and the corner
of his mouth slip down behind the Southern
Presidential Mountain Range in New
Hampshire. I guess that's where my
thoughts are tonight.
If I close my eyes (block out the
bookshelves and tables) I can almost hear
the winds stealing up through the notch, or
ravens giving one last goodnight before
flying home over the ridge.
My summer was spent teetering and
wobbling on the southern edge of Mount
Clinton, just across the way from Mount
Jackson. (For all of you presidential buffs, I
was just five miles from Washington,
Monroe, Franklin and Eisenhower.) I was
employed by the Appalachian Mountain
Club to help run one of eight high
mountain hostels operated for public use.
My duties were many. I cooked meals tor
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and man of the moon
crowds of 60, I carried up to 95 lbs. of
supples 2.8 miles into my hut. I gave
general trail information, I drank beers (it
was in the contract) and I participated in
search and rescues. I basically made
myself accessible to the public for help.
All I needed was enough food for our
overnight guests, a working knowledge of
nearby trails, and my sleeping bag. (naps
were common with our sixteen hour work
day!) I also needed determination, a love of
hard work, patience, respect for the
mountains, and every once in a while, a
sense of responsibility.
Granted, I was far from "roughing it"
with a roof over my head, a bunk to sleep in
and fresh food. Yet I learned to live simply,
to get by without Walter Cronkite at 6:30,
or Mork on Thursday. I was rarely bored
and even more rarely depressed. (How
many of us have gone through three
months of school without feeling just a
little down and out?) I learned more about
myself in this past summer than in the
other 19 years I've been wandering on this
earth.
Which is more important? This question
bothered me all the way home on that
northbound Greyhound bus. I had time to
think since no one dared sit next to me. 1
guess some people are offended by a little
dirt and grime.
I think at summer's end that some
(many?) of us are confronted with the same
problem—Why do we keep coming back?
Is it love of suffering? The internal urge to
sit in the fat lady room at Foglers and study
our brains out? Memories (however faded)
ot those fifteen-keg complex parties? The
answer is different for each of us.
Sitting here in Hay's place, I keep
catching the moon's insistent glances. It
says "What are you doing sitting there
when you could be seen teetering and
wobbling on and about Mount Clinton?"
"Hmmmmm"...I reply. (I always did
have a quick wit). I guess it boils down to a
conflict between the formal education I'm
receiving here at UMO and the informal
education I receive in the mountains.
Back at school... watching the moon rise
between myself and two inches of
glass.. surrounded by encyclopedias in-
stead of trees.. .people instead of Spruce
grouse. I now remember my many
.moments exploring the ridge. A friend of
mine and I were taking one of these ridge
walks on an unusually clear day—we
discussed nothing in particular.
A few spatterings of clouds, an
exhausted hiker stumbling our way, the
wildflowers and the moon, these memories
come to me. I started explaining the
physical origin of the moon, why it appears
to have a face, what all those dark spots
really are. My friend paused for a second,
stopped and said, "See what school is
doing to you? It's ruining your illusions."
"Oh yeah?" I replied (there goes that
lightning wit of mine again).
Which brings me back to the conflict. Is
it now school vs. illusions? Somewhere in
between the two there has to be a happy
medium. One day I'll find a reasonable
solution and settle comfortably in it. Until
then I'll satisfy myself with the challenges
that college brings.
And me? I still wonder. I lived in the
mountains because I loved the challenges,
the hours to think without being bombar-
ded by neon and disco.
 
commentary
Ecological principles support moose hunting
by Crilly Ritz
Staff writer
This fall will mark the first moose
hunting season for a long time. I'd
like to say that I adamantly support
the special hunting season which had
to be passed by the legislature in
Augusta.
Why does a pacifist vegetarian
such as myself, who could never
shoot an animal, feel that the moose
hunting season is imperative? 1 shall
explain.
The moose population is rising
continuously, and it's rising too fast
for predation to keep control of it.
Now, just why do we need all this
control? Aren't natural ecosystems
supposed to work themselves out?
Yes, this is true. However, there is
no such thing as wilderness in
Maine. Most of the state has been
cut over twice in timber harvesting
operations. some even more.
In other words, there is no totally
"natural" system in which the
moose can now inhabit. Rising to
dangerously high levels in the past
50 years, the moose population must
be thinned out. If the next genera-
tions are to see healthy moose
roaming the hrests of Maine, a
hunting season is imperativt. Like
any other natural resource, moose
populations must be managed.
Many ecological principles point to
the need of a moose hunting season.
It is now time for me to say that you
must cast away all the controvery
you might have heard.. let's talk
naturally.
There is an ecological principle
that states: "Maximum sustained
harvest of animal biomass should
take place before density dependent
natality and mortality factors greatly
influence the population growth
rate."
What that means is that an animal
population, be it deer, bear, or
moose, must have some check
against it so that a balance is
maintained. This balance keeps the
population stable in times of stress
such as disease. As it stands now in
Maine, there is no check against the
high moose population.
Contrary to most popWar belief,
timber harvesting in Maine has not
lowered the moose population. In
fact, harvesting has inadvertently
aided in increasing the artificially
high moose populations. Harvest-
ing's main contribution has been to
open up otherwise dense stands of
mostly spruce and fir. The removal
of biomass (trees) has meant more
available sunlight which helps ger-
minate species of trees, shrubs, and
forbs that otherwise would not be
able to because they are intolerant to
shade.
These new plants, the pioneers,
are available for wildlife to browse
and graze on for food. Food was less
available in the previous climax
stand of spruce-fir composition,
especially old-aged stands where no
limbs can be found less than 30 feet
from the ground.
So what we can see now is that,
due to the vast number of clearcuts
in Maine, the moose populations
have increased drastically due to an
increased availability of food.
This high population exists.. .what
do we do? As I stated earlier, natural
ecosystems usually have checks
against high populations so that a
balance is maintained. Why do we
need to control these high popula-
tions anyway though?
Many feel its "nice" to be able to
see a moose, and that hunting will
make it harder. It just may. Most
natural animals are seen rarely
unless you look in the right place.
However, you can find moose along
roadsides, in cow pastures, and
sometimes even in downtown Ban-
gor! This is due to the high
population.
Still there are those who will
oppose hunting forever. These folks
just don't understand the natural
processes. Let's look at a few key
words in that ecological principle I
stated before: "Density dependent
natality and mortality factors." For
the moose these words are very vital.
In high moose populations. a di-
sease, that is dependent on high
density populations, can run ram-
pant. It is called meningeal worm
disease.
The meningeal worm goes through
a few cycles, before it eventually
reaches the moose. Many times the
cycle begins inside of a deer. This
stage. called the first larvae, finds
the worm going through the deer's
blood stream, through the lungs of
the deer. From here, the worm is
coughed up and then digested by the
deer. The deer deposits the larvae on
the ground, when it defecates, into
the feces.
From here, the worms in the feces:
get eaten by snails. The worms
eventually burrow into the foot of the
snail. Then along comes a lumbering
moose who accidentally ingests the
snail.
Thus the snail provides the link for
the worm to reach the moose. Once
inside the moose. the meningeal
worm works its way through the gut
wall and on up to the brain. Once the
worm reaches the brain, it com-
mences to burrow. Tissue destruc-
tion in the brain follows as well as
destruction to the eye stalk. As a
result the moose goes blind and loses
the ability to walk. The moose is less
able to cope with the elements and
may eventually die.
If the moose population is kept at
lower levels, mortality from menin-
geal worm will not be drastic
because the incidence of transfer will
be markedly lower. Less moose will
be affected if a lower population is
sustained.
If hunting does not continue after
this fall, there may be some other
alternatives which will work out the
problem. For instance, a coyote
population is being established in
Maine now. Often looked on as a bad
element, and an evil one at that, the
coyote performs a most valuable
service in natural ecosystems. They,
in a manner similar to wolves, are
the predators who must rid the
forest of weaker, sick animals so that
density dependent diseases never
get a chance to spread.
opinion
Nazi reaction
The picture above is the house of Paul
Graves.
Nice, isn't it.
Paul is a Nazi. He has placed
advertisements in this newspaper for the
past few years. The ads urge students to
subscribe to "the National Socialist
Newspaper 'White Power.—
 Paul once
told a Campus reporter he ran the ads to
"get reaction" and influence students.
Here's your reaction, Paul.
You're off-base in saying Jews and
Blacks are "people of alien culture who
don't belong in the United States."
Death count
Today, the Campus begins a review of
the UMO faculty.
Or should we say we're beginning a
death count.
Low salaries and benefit packages have
fueled "faculty flight" to other schools
We have several reasons for taking an
extensive look at our faculty at its
working conditions.
1(We want to show if and how bad
educational quality has decreased due to
the departure of skilled professors.
2(We want to show what faculty duties
are, and, in the words of one state
lawmaker. "what they do to justify more
money.** We will note they often have as
much to do outside the classroom as in.
3(We want to show how their
comparatively low salaries affect their
Anybody belongs here, Paul. That's what
is great about this country, the nation you
purport to love.
Jews and Blacks shouldn't be
discriminated against just because they
were born Jewish or Black.
That would be like discriminating
against you because you happened to be
born stupid, bigoted and paranoid. In
America, everybody gets a chance to tell
his or her story. That's why we gave half a
page of our newspaper to you to tell yours.
Your country tis of thee.
D.W.
lifestyles. If professors are buying
hamburger today where they bought steak
10 years ago, the public should know it.
Conversely, if they are living comfortably,
the stories might weaken their pay
requests.
4(We want to feature some of the
better-known faculty, those who might be
nationally or internationally respected.
Given this information, the public might
want to give faculty better contracts to
keep them here. This is for an informed
public to decide.
We enter this story as impartial
observers. We do have one prejudice,
however; we contend you can't have a
quality university without good faculty.
We will present the facts and let the
public decide just how good a university it
wants.
D.W.
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Cold world
beEauvteirfylu hMinagysemeomrnsinto
g*
The sun shines; the birds sing. It's a
be right with the
world. Fear grips the heart of some Not
the fear of passing a test with a needed
grade of the fear that you will be turned
down for a student loan desperately
needed. 
No-it 
o-it
is nothing so simple and childish as
that. The fear hits closer to home: it's
being a senior and facing the possibility of
not being able to find a job in your market;
of having to work behind a counter at
McDonald's serving greasy french fries
and cold hamburgers.
You begin looking at classmates elit
ferently. It's a cold, cruel, dog-eat-dog
world out there. One of these people might
get the job you've worked long and hard to
'al•ri engineering major, then
geltf. 
you're 
Grrr o in %Irwo 
you're probably nervous but not too
worried.
The demand for all types of engineers,
according to a July 1978 article in Reader's
Digest, is steadily growing.
Bonita Morse, assistant director for the
Career Planning and Placement Office,
confirmed this trend. The number of
"engineering, computer science, and
business firms that are looking for
graduates is up," she said.
"The job market for C.E.'s (civil
engineers) fluctuates with the economy,"
said John Alexander, chairman of the civil
engineering department. "It was excellent
the last two years, but lousy three years
before."
Of the 56 civil engineers which grad-
uated last year, one-third got jobs in-state
and two-thirds got jobs out of state—with a
starting average salary, of $17,000. Indust-
ries, state and national government.
consulting engineering firms, and con-
struction firms each hired about one-fourth
of the graduates, said Alexander.
theSomoney.
enestudents major in engineering for
"By the time I'm ready for a job I hope to
be getting a starting salary of $25,000,"
said John Chrupcala, a sophomore in
mechanical engineering.
Brian Slattery, a junior in civil engine-
ering, is uncertain whether he's doing
what he wants. But he said "the money
had something to do with it."
challenge.Others major in engineering for the
"My father's a truck driver," said
Buddy Spaulding, a junior in civil
engineering, "so I've always been inter-
ested in building roads or in pollution
control. Money wasn't much of an
inceinntg aive.'truhc ,ek.s,aid. "I can make more
driving 
stepping stone.
major in engine::ring as a
"I've always wanted to be in aviation or
a test pilot, but," said Richard Mannheim,
a sophomore in mechanical engineering.
militamilitary.''sa ba.s stopped me from joining the
According to Morse, jobs are available in
avllafilealdise e, 
are 
advertised."to8Spercent of the jobsb
But, seniors must "start planning and
researching early." she warned. "It s
essential. We supply the research mat-
erial, but you do the research."
pn,itirseAtitor.
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roadsides, in cow pastures, and
sometimes even in downtown Ban-
gor! This is due to the high
population.
Still there are those who will
oppose hunting forever. These folks
just don't understand the natural
processes. Let's look at a few key
words in that ecological principle I
stated before: "Density dependent
natality and mortality factors." For
the moose these words are very vital.
In high moose populations, a di-
sease, that is dependent on high
density populations, can run ram-
pant. It is called meningeal worm
disease.
The meningeal worm goes through
a few cycles, before it eventually
reaches the moose. Many times the
by Lynn Dombeck
Guest writer
It's 7:00 p.m. and my face is tightly
crammed into my physics book.. scalars
and vectors. I'm trying to add THIS arrow
to THAT arrow, and all I can come up with
is a mess. Hang on, when in doubt, READ
THE TEXT! 0.K.. ."We can sum vectors
graphically by placing the head of vector A
(see diagram) at the tail of vector B."
Easy! I knew there was a reason for buying
this $18 Physics and the Physical Perspec-
tive extravaganza.
I'm having a hard time concentrating
tonight. Maybe it's the shock of being back
at school, or perhaps my shoelaces are too
tight. Could be both. I'll loosen my laces,
just to see if that helps. (Hey, maybe by
chem professor will give me credit for
performing a scientific experiment—The
effect of lace tightness on brain functions.
It could go down in history! Or as an E in
my chem lab...)
Now that my laces are loosened, I'll
create new excuses for my restlessness...
ummmmmm. Let's blame it on the man
peering in at me from the window. No, it's
not a dirty old man. Guess again. Howard
Neville? I don't think so. God? You're
getting closer. It's the man in the moon of
course!
His whole face illuminates the night.
Last week I saw half an eye and the corner
of his mouth slip down behind the Southern
Presidential Mountain Range in New
Hampshire. I guess that's where my
thoughts are tonight.
If I close my eyes (block out the
bookshelves and tables) I can almost hear
the winds stealing up through the notch, or
ravens giving one last goodnight before
flying home over the ridge.
My summer was spent teetering and
wobbling on the southern edge of Mount
Clinton, just across the way from Mount
Jackson. (For all of you presidential buffs. I
was just five miles from Washinizton.
Monroe, Franklin and Eisenhower.) I was
employed by the Appalachian Mountain
Club to help run one of eight high
mountain hostels operated for public use.
My duties were many. I cooked meals tor
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crowds of 60, I carried up to 95 lbs. of
supples 2.8 miles into my hut. I gave
general trail information, I drank beers (it
was in the contract) and I participated in
search and rescues. I basically made
myself accessible to the public for help.
All I needed was enough food for our
overnight guests, a working knowledge of
nearby trails, and my sleeping bag. (naps
were common with our sixteen hour work
day!)! also needed determination, a love of
hard work, patience, respect for the
mountains, and every once in a while, a
sense of responsibility.
Granted, I was far from "roughing it"
with a roof over my head, a bunk to sleep in
and fresh food. Yet I learned to live simply,
to get by without Walter Cronkite at 6:30,
or Mork on Thursday. I was rarely bored
and even more rarely depressed. (How
many of us have gone through three
months of school without feeling just a
little down and out?) I learned more about
myself in this past summer than in the
other 19 years I've been wandering on this
earth.
Which is more important? This question
bothered me all the way home on that
northbound Greyhound bus. I had time to
think since no one dared sit next to me. I
guess some people are offended by a little
dirt and grime.
I think at summer's end that some
(many?) of us are confronted with the same
problem— Why do we keep coming back?
Is it love of suffering? The internal urge to
sit in the fat lady room at Foglers and study
our brains out? Memories (however faded)
ot those fifteen-keg complex parties? The
answer is different for each of us.
Sitting here in Ray's place, I keep
catching the moon's insistent glances. It
says — What are you doing sitting there
when you could be seen teetering and
wobbling on and about Mount Clinton?"
"Hmmmmm"...I reply. (I always did
have a quick wit). I guess it boils down to a
conflict between the formal education I'm
receiving here at UMO and the informal
education I receive in the mountains.
Back at school.. .watching the moon rise
between myself and two inches of
glass.. surrounded by encyclopedias in-
stead of trees... people instead of Spruce
grouse. I now remember my many
moments exploring the ridge. A friend of
mine and I were taking one of these ridge
walks on an unusually clear day—we
discussed nothing in particular.
A few spatterings of clouds, an
exhausted hiker stumbling our way, the
wildflowers and the moon, these memories
come to me. I started explaining the
physical origin of the moon, why it appears
to have a face, what all those dark spots
really are. My friend paused for a second,
stopped and said, "See what school is
doing to you? It's ruining your illusions."
"Oh yeah?" I replied (there goes that
lightning wit of mine again).
Which brings me back to the conflict. Is
it now school vs. illusions? Somewhere in
between the two there has to be a happy
medium. One day I'll find a reasonable
solution and settle comfortably in it. Until
then I'll satisfy myself with the challenges
that college brings.
And me? I still wonder. I lived in the
mountains because I loved the challenges,
the hours to think without being bombar-
ded by neon and disco.
 
commentary
Ecological principles support moose hunting
by Crilly Ritz
Staff writer
This fall will mark the first moose
hunting season for a long time. I'd
like to say that I adamantly support
the special hunting season which had
to be passed by the legislature in
Augusta.
Why does a pacifist vegetarian
such as myself, who could never
shoot an animal, feel that the moose
hunting season is imperative? I shall
explain.
The moose population is rising
continuously, and it's rising too fast
for predation to keep control of it.
Now, just why do we need all this
control? Aren't natural ecosystems
supposed to work themselves out?
Yes, this is true. However, there is
no such thing as wilderness in
Maine. Most of the state has been
cut over twice in timber harvesting
operations, some even more.
In other words, there is no totally
"natural" system in which the
moose can now inhabit. Rising to
dangerously high levels in the past
50 years, the moose population must
be thinned out. If the next genera-
tions are to see healthy moose
roaming the forests of Maine, a
hunting season is imperative. Like
any other natural resource, moose
populations must be managed.
Many ecological principles point to
the need of a moose hunting season.
It is now time for me to say that you
must cast away all the controvery
you might have heard...let's talk
naturally.
There is an ecological principle
that states: "Maximum sustained
harvest of animal biomass should
take place before density dependent
natality and mortality factors greatly
influence the population growth
rate."
What that means is that an animal
population, be it deer, bear, or
moose, must have some check
against it so that a balance is
maintained. This balance keeps the
population stable in times of stress
such as disease. As it stands now in
Maine, there is no check against the
high moose population.
Contrary to most popular belief,
timber harvesting in Maine has not
lowered the moose population. In
fact, harvesting has inadvertently
aided in increasing the artificially
high moose populations. Harvest-
ing's main contribution has been to
open up otherwise dense stands of
mostly spruce and fir. The removal
of biomass (trees) has meant more
available sunlight which helps ger-
minate species of trees, shrubs, and
forbs that otherwise would not be
able to because they are intolerant to
shade.
These new plants, the pioneers,
are available for wildlife to browse
and graze on for food. Food was less
available in the previous climax
stand of spruce-fir composition,
especially old-aged stands where no
limbs can be found less than 30 feet
from the ground.
So what we can see now is that,
due to the vast number of clearcuts
in Maine, the moose populations
have increased drastically due to an
increased availability of food.
This high population exists...what
do we do? As I stated earlier, natural
ecosystems usually have checks
against high populations so that a
balance is maintained. Why do we
need to control these high popula-
tions anyway though?
Many feel it is "nice" to be able to
see a moose, and that hunting will
make it harder. It just may. Most
natural animals are seen rarely
unless you look in the right place.
However, you can find moose along
cycle begins inside of a deer. This
stage, called the first larvae, finds
the worm going through the deer's
blood stream, through the lungs of
the deer. From here, the worm is
coughed up and then digested by the
deer. The deer deposits the larvae on
the ground. when it defecates, into
the feces.
From here, the worms in the feces'
get eaten by snails. The worms
eventually burrow into the foot of the
snail. Then along comes a lumbering
moose who accidentally ingests the
snail.
Thus the snail provides the link for
the worm to reach the moose. Once
inside the moose, the meningeal
worm works its way through the gut
wall and on up to the brain. Once the
worm reaches the brain, it com-
mences to burrow. Tissue destruc-
tion in the brain follows as well as
destruction to the eye stalk. As a
result the moose goes blind and loses
the ability to walk. The moose is less
able to cope with the elements and
may eventually die.
If the moose population is kept at
lower levels, mortality from menin-
geal worm will not be drastic
because the incidence of transfer will
be markedly lower. Less moose will
be affected if a lower population is
sustained.
If hunting does not continue after
this fall, there may be some other
alternatives which will work out the
problem. For instance, a coyote
population is being established in
Maine now. Often looked on as a bad
element, and an evil one at that, the
coyote performs a most valuable
service in natural ecosystems. They,
in a manner similar to wolves, are
the predators who must rid the
forest of weaker, sick animals so that
density dependent diseases never
get a chance to spread.
6 state and national
Update
Plane inspections
ordered
WASHINGTON, D.C.—An U.S. airlines
operating DC-9 aircraft received telegrams
yesterday from the Federal Aviation
Administration ordering an inspection for
cracks in the plane's metal skin.
The order was prompted by an incident
Monday in which the tail cone of an Air
Canada DC-9 was ripped away during a
flight from Boston to Yarmouth and
Halifax, Nova Scotia.
There were no casualties, and the plane
was able to return to Boston and land
safely.
Subsequent inspections revealed cracks
on two other Air Canada DC-9s.
An FAA spokesman said yesterday's
inspection order applies to DC-9s not
equipped with a stairway at the rear of the
plane.
House reverses
decision
The House passed an amendment
yesterday which would have given mem-
bers of Congress and federal judges a
seven percent pay raise, only to kill the bill
to which the amendment was attached a
few moments later.
Passage of the amendment came on a
156 to 64 standing vote. But the House
defeated 219 to 191 the Stopgap Govern-
ment Spending Bill, an action which also
killed the pay raise amendment.
The seven percent raise would have
affected the salaries of Congressmen. who
make $57,500 a year. and of federal judges
and bureaucrats making $47,500 a year.
New Hampshire Congressman Norman
D'Amours said he did not think members
of Congress should vote themselves an
increase after being elected at a lower
salary.
Brennan, Gallen
meet today
CONCORD, N.H.—New Hampshire
Governor Hugh Gallen said yesterday he
hopes 57 lobster traps taken last week by
Maine officials will be returned to New
Hampshire lobstermen.
Gallen and Maine Governor Joseph
Brennan plan to meet today to try to settle
the revived boundary dispute between the
two states.
Last week, Maine border patrolmen took
57 lobster traps, claiming they were in
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Maine waters. New Hampshire lobstermen
claim the traps were on the New
Hampshire side of the border.
Gallen said he hopes the courts will
"realize a mistake was made and return
the traps."
Four killed
PORT McNEILL , B.C.—Four men were
killed and five others were injured when a
Canadian plane crashed in dense bush late
Tuesday near Port McNeill.
The twin-engine Pacific Coastal Airlines
plane crashed after encountering thick fog.
The victims and four of the survivors
were removed from the crash site by a
rescue team using chain saws and axes to
hack their way through the thick brush on
steep terrain which prevented rescue
helicopters from landing.
The fifth survivor walked away from the
crash site earlier.
Carey denies charges
AUGUSTA—Maine's lottery director
denied charges that he ordered the
suspension of lottery ads in the Bangor
Daily News because the paper editorialized
against his gubernatorial campaign.
Richard "Spike" Carey was responding
to charges made by Body and Company
advertising firm of Portland, which yester-
day announced that it's giving up the
lottery account.
PLO confesses
JERUSLAEM—The Palestine Liberation
Organization claimed responsibility yes-
i& it NOM— I; VEY VSIS SAT NBC los mite 14 xrz 14:0, obia +4,t.
terday for the worst bombing in Jerusalem
this year.
One person was killed and 41 others
were wounded by a bomb which exploded
in a crowded shopping center yesterday.
The PLO said several other bombs were
planted by its forces, but Israeli police said
they discovered only one other bomb,
which they removed before it was
detonated.
Tickets to mass sold
illegally
BOSTON, MASS.—Massachusetts State
Representative Michael Flaherty warned
potential spectators to Pope John Paul Il's
papal mass to be wary of anyone selling
tickets for the event.
Flaherty said such salesmen are trying to
sell tickets door-to-door for $4.50 for the
Oct. 1 mass at Boston Common, which is
open to the public.
He added that such action is "a most
heinous crime playing on the emotions of
the elderly who do not have enough money
to meet their needs as it is." According to
Flaherty. one elderly woman purchased a
ticket for a "seat of honor."
Bicyclists finish trip
PORLAND. ME.—A husband and wife
from Portland, Oregon completed a
cross-country bicycle trip Tuesday, finish-
ing in Portland. Maine.
George and Jackie Gust, both in their
early 30's, ended the three-month trip
dipping their bicycle wheels in the Atlantic
Ocean.
cTHE ORONO
MAINE'S ART & REPERTORY CINEMAOrono Mall Stillwater Ave. 827-7216
404History's first recorded train rob-
bery is the backdrop for this styl-
ish and charming adventure film
starring Sean Connery and Donald
Sutherland With wit, grace, and
sn old-fashioned savvuy, GREAT
TRAIN ROBBERY is one of the
most 4/easing and surprising enter-
tainments of the year,
Shown at 7 & 9 pm.
RESEARCH PAPERS
10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 308-page mail order catalog.
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 9111).:4
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE --
IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Send $1.00 for your 306
-page catalog
of collegiate research. 10,250 tacks
fished. Box 230970, Los Angeles.
cdtfornia. 90025. (213 47/-8226..)
ZIP
For Rent
111
Single House. Located in Bradley. 6 rooms,
bath. Artecian well, insulated. Forced hot
air furnace, electric hot water heater.
Shower. Plenty of parking, place for
children. More information—please call
1-364-8116 after 5 p.m.
CONTACT LENS WEARERS. Save
on brand name hard or soft lens
supplies. Send for free illustrated
catalog. Contact Lens Supplies, Box
7453. Phoenix, Arizona 85011.
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Student employee Carl Pease, one of the members of the Union of Student Employees
working to gain wage benefits for student employees. [photo by Bill Mason]
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Student worker union
seeks wage benefits
Members of the newly formed Union of
Student Employees hope to make further
inroads with student government President
Richard Hewes and acting UMO President
Kenneth Allen to recognize the interests of
student employees.
The University of Maine Labor Relations
Act contains no clause that considers
student employees' capacity to function as
a bargaining unit, which would enable USE
to be involved with negotiating and
subsequent decision-making that effects
the welfare of student employees.
Because the union has no official
decision-making power concerning stu-
dents' wages, USE representatives will
meet with Allen in hopes of revamping the
student wage committee of student gov-
ernment.
Also, union members would like to
construct a Student Employees Services
Board in student government that would
have jurisdiction over all student employ-
ees.
USE members have met with Hewes and
have proposed the names of representa-
tives (student employees) that have taken
part in forming the platform for the union
to act in a decision-making capacity.
The revamping of the student wage
committee will be finalized next week by
the president's office. Appointment of USE
representatives to the committee will
probably begin after October student
government elections. The union has
stated it will endorse any candidate
sympathetic to the plight of UMO and BCC
student employees.
USE Secretary Lisa Feldman stressed
the number-one goal to benefit the union
would be to raise the consciousness of
student employees.
There are approximately 2,000 student
employees at UMO and BCC.
The USE represents work study, work
project and other students who are paid
from the student budget at UMO and BCC
14MMIK/41M114 11=IIM MIMED NM IMI1110, MMOb441M/klY4M/141.4111EN 
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[_The Maine Campus Restaurant GuideJ
Get FREE DRINK everynight at
RAMADA INN and join the
BANANA'S DISCO CLUB
PLUS: HAPPY HOUR PRICES ALL NIGHT
NO COVER CHARGE FREE disco lessons
Disco newsletter FREE backgammon lessons
Special CHRISTMAS GIFT in December
when you visit the club.
Get your card for only $1.00 and
GO BANANAS! 357 OLIN ROADBANGOR MAINE
CALL : (207) 947-6961
_
P Janet Anderson- 
581-7601-UMO
Mike Messer- 947-7150-Husson
Karen Provost- 947-0876 -BCC
Pam Pease- 947-8575-8CC AM
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Sept. 20 ABERDEEN
Thursday
Sept. 21-22 SCOTTFOLSOM
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Sept 24
Monday 1/2 PRICE ON DRAFT
Sept 25 TEQUILA NIGHT
Tuesday 1/2 PRICE
Sept. 26 RANDYHAWKES
Wednesday &
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LaBree's
Following in father's apronstrings
by Susan Harvey
Staff writer
Oh, how sweet it is! And it has been
since 1948.
That's the year Elmer and Leon LaBree
invested $500 in used equipment and gave
birth to LaBree's Bakery.
They converted the basement of their
parents' French Island home in Old Town
into a minor industry, hired three people to
mix the donut dough—their only product—
and bought a truck for deliveries.
But by 1952 it was apparent that
LaBree's donuts were destined to be more
than just another sweet on the shelf. When
the brothers found they didn't have time
for both bakery and job, they went home to
French Island (over the bridge from down
town Old Town), and became full-time
bakers.
The cousins cite customer relations as a
big part of their success. For instance,
UMO, one of LaBree's largest customers,
"We try to treat the
university well in return
for the business.
They mean a lot to us."
gets preferential treatment. Most of the
pastry arid Italian rolls served on campus
are from LaBree's. On Saturday morning
alone, 200-300 dozen donuts are delivered
to the dorms.
"We try to treat the university well in
return for the business. We make special
trips over and take special orders. They
mean a lot to us."
Although he couldn't give an exact
figure. Bernie said UMO represents
"thousands" of dollars in sales.
At first, Leon and Elmer's parents kept
an eye on things while the brothers
continued their jobs as laborers. One
worked at a local woolon mill and the other
at Diamond International.
Over the years the bakery gradually
needed employees, more room a whole line
of products. Four additions went up behind
the house.
Today, it takes 25,000 pounds of flour
and 5,000 pounds of sugar each week for
the 200 varieties of confections fashioned
by the LaBree bakers.
Trucks, hauling the famous bismarks
and honeybuns, travel as far as Aroostook
County and Downcast.
The territory is spreading, and the new
owners have set the sky as the limit.
Bernie, Elmer's son, and Dan and Jim,
Leon's sons, took over the reigns last year.
"We're young, the three of us, and
we've got young ideas," said Jim who acts
as chief baker.
On of those new ideas will be a reality
early this winter, which is when the new
LaBree Bakery plant is completed in Old
Town Industrial Park near the airport.
Then the firm will be ready to chug out the
old line of donuts and crullers in addition to
new products such as more specialty items,
frozen foods and vending machine goodies.
The cousins insist this special treatment
and their enthusiasm about the new 22,000
square foot plant has nothing to do with
money. It's the challenge.
"We want to find out what we can do.—
said Bernie. "The only limit is the limit we
give ourselves."
"We get all these things wholesale, like
eggs and flour, we might as well run our
own restaurant and give other people a
break," Bernie said.
A thrift shop, which sold day-old and
over-flow goods, was at the French Island
plant. The new restaurant will serve the
same goods.
"We'd rather sell a box of donuts for a
quarter than throw it away. True, we don't
make money on it, but we were taught not
to waste anything." said Bernie.
When the thrift shop closes on Saturday
anything left goes to St. Joseph parish for
distribution to the needy.
Bernie, a born-again Catholic Christian,
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said this attention to God's business is one
reason his own is such a success.
Jim agrees, but gives credit also to
LaBree's inflexible rules about raw mat-
erials. They must be the best. Also,
attention is given to specialty items, like
Italian rolls and some puff pastry, which
cannot be mass produced, he said.
"It still takes us three days to make our
puff pastries."
Old Town LaBree s Bakery, continues supplying UMO and local area residents
goodies. [photo by Jason Centrellal
with
Way, way off the beaten track
Foal play
(ZNS) People aren't the only ones who
get nurdered for their insurance policies.
The Insurance Crime Prevention Insti-
tute reports that a bricklayer in Abilene,
Texas was once hired to "train" a
racehorse named Ed.
The bricklayer led Ed out to the yard,
stood the thoroughbred in a puddle,
wrapped electrical wire around his neck,
and plugged the wire into the house
current. Ed reportedly fell to the ground,
lunged back to his feet, was knocked down
again, lunged up once more and finally
died on the third or fourth jolt.
After an eyewitness reported the inci-
dent, investigators determined that the
bricklayer was paid $250 to kill the animal
so that Ed's owner could collect a 63000
insurance claim on the horse.
Incidentally, at least one other hit of a
horse reportedly occurred in Chicago
during prohibition when a noted boot-
legger was thrown to his death by a horse.
Later, one of the bootlegger's pals, Louis
(Two-Gun) Alterie, returned to the stable,
took the offending horse on a one-way ride
and left the animal dead — shot full of
bullet holes — in the same spot the
bootlegger went down.
Computer key
(ZNS) If you constantly lock your car
keys inside your auto, Ford has a better
idea.
The Ford Motor Co. says that a new
door-locking system that will work entirely
without keys will be offered for some of its
1980 Ford vehicles.
The locking system is computer-con-
trolled, with a person pushing several
buttons in a specified order on the outside
of the locked vehicle to gain entry.
Ford says that foe owner of the car will
be able to progr: rr tl'e car to open when he
pushes. for h .....auce, the :lumbers on his
Social Secur zy car, or any other set of
specific numbers.
The computer optional system will be
available on the 1)80 Lincoln Continental.
Ford Thunderbird and the Mercury Cougar
Models.
Ford says, incidentally, that the new
auto-locking system will be much more
sophisticated than those introduced in the
past. The Chicago Sun-Times says the
earlier auto-locking systems from Ford
were easily "beaten."
Nuke flukes
(ZNS) An Amherst, Massachusetts'
newspaper contends that the government's
Nuclear Regulatory Commission is using
"distorted" statistics in an effort to make
nuclear energy appear safer than it really
is.
According the the (weekly) Valley
Advocate, these alleged distortions appear
in the official reports on nuclear "inci-
dents" which the commission must file
regularly with Congress.
The Commission is reguired to inform
Congress of the number of "events" at
nuclear plants, and then to describe in
some detail the more dangerous "ab-
normal occurrences."
Hoever, according to the Valley Ad-
vocate, the Commission often has played
down the number of "abnormal occur-
rences" by listing them statistically as a
single event.
The newspaper says, for example, that
one abnormal occurrence reported to
Congress in 1976 actually consisted of
incidents at 19 different plants.
The NRC reportedly justified lumping
them all together as a single occurrence on
the grounds that the incidents involved a
single design flaw common to the 19
plants.
The Valley Advocate adds that several
pipe cracks that were found in the primary
cooling systems of 12 different plants in
1976 were also reported to Congress as a
single abnormal occurrence.
Watch the watch
(ZNS) Air traffic controllers in Chicago
have turned to "hypnotherapy" in an
effort to relieve the high stresses associ-
ated with their jobs.
Eighty of the controllers assigned to
O'Hare Airport have hired a professional
psychotherapist to teach them the tech-
niques of using self-hypnosis to help them
unwind.
The union for the air traffic controllers
contends that constant stress on the job is
responsible for high rates of illness and job
turn
-over, and perhaps even for errors
leading to air accidents.
The FAA says it has no objection to the
self-hypnosis programs, but adds that the
agency will not pay for them.
 
/Vlaine Even 
Thursday, September 20
12:10 p.m. Sandwich Cinema. "The
First Signs of Washoe." North Lown
Room, Union.
3-7 p.m. Tryouts for Th 166 one
-act
shows. Need actors and actresses badly.
Green Room of Hauck.
APO second rush meeting.
7 and 9 p.m. IDB movie. "Who is Killing
the Great Chefs of Europe?" 100 Nutting.
8 p.m. Distinguished Lecture Series.
Speaker is Wilson Bryan Key. "Subliminal
Seduction." Hauck Auditorium.
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A room with a view
pictorial essay exploits women
Harvard paper refuses Playboy ad
by Bev Watkins
Chronicle of
Higher Education
Playboy magazine takes out after the
girls—oops, women—of the Ivy League in
the September issue and it may take an
academic year for the sparks to settle on
the campuses.
It all began about a year ago when David
Chan. described by Playboy as a "soft-
spoken non-macho wisp of a man,"
approached Harvard's student newspaper,
the Crimson, with an advertisement
seeking college women to pose in various
states of dress and undress for the current
issue.
The Crimson refused the ad for reasons
that should satisfy the most feminist
feminist: A Playboy pictorial essay would
exploit American women, and the student
newspaper "does not want to be party in
any way to Playboy's exploitative tactics."
Writing about the Crimson's decision in
Playboy, Jesse Kornbluth says the paper's
position might have had "philisophical
merits" but as a journalistic decision, it
was "one of the most boneheaded editorial
opinions of recent years."
The ensuing publicity brought hundreds
of applications. Many women on the
campuses protested and urged other
female students not to cooperate, but to no
avail. The first fall issue of Playboy has an
11-page four-color spread of disrobed
women from the eight Ivy League
institutions.
Convinced that it had a good thing,
Playboy promoted the issue with a
television commercial showing a couple of
fraternity men leafing through the maga-
zine. One comments on the good-looking
Dartmouth women and says he'd like to
transfer there. The other replies, "This is
Dartmouth."
The ABC affiliate in Boston took the
commercial off the air after it received
protests from Dartmouth's lawyer and the
National Organization for Women, but
some other stations continued to show it.
Ellen Goodman, in a nationally syndi-
cated newspaper column, commented on
the lifelong privilege that comes with
attending "the Ivy Elite" and the
responsibilities that go with it.
"Privilege is easy to lose," she wrote,
"especially for women, whose grip on it is
as new as their tenure at places like Yale
and Princeton. If they don't understand
some of the underwritten obligations. they
can blow the opportunities."
While Playboy has got all the publicity,
several other magazines on the newsstands
this month are featuring articles, ranging
from light to serious, by, for, and about
students.
Each year Mademoiselle turns part of its
August issue over to a board of college-
student "guest editors" who spend time in
New york working for the magazine,
meeting people, and learning about the
publication capital of the country.
The guest-editor philosophy developed
by "the '79 G.E.'s"-11 women and three
men from art schools, colleges, and
universities—was summed up by Jeff
Hapner from the Herron School of Art:
"Let's go for it—we can sleep when we're
old."
What the students went for this year
were cowboy boots ("Neither rain nor heat
stopped us from wearing them daily"),
dining out ("We were wined and dined
with strawberry daiquiris"), and night life
("Our evenings were filled with theater").
"By the end of the month we were
exhausted," said Andrea Goodman of
Princeton University, but she assured
readers (and possibly Mademoiselle's
regular editors?) that "our month in New
York wasn't all fun and boots—we did
work, too!"
Addendum: The scene may be more
interesting than usual on some campuses
this fall if students follow the advice of a
Smith College student, Jeanann Roche,
about what to pack for college. "On
warm-weather campuses—U. of Georgia,
Tulane, U.C.L.A.—expect to wear shorts
and bathing suits," she says.
Last spring Ms. magazine began ques-
tioning undergraduates for a special report
that appears as "Alice in Campusland" in
the September issue. Here aare some of
the Ms. findings:
On the women's movement: Feminism
is alive but not particularly well. "Being a
self-proclaimed feminist on campus today
generally sounds less like being a duck out
of water than a duck who's constantly
being told that the water shortage is over,
swimming is passe and everyone has
turned into a swan, anyway," says Lindsy
Van Gelder, a contributing editor.
She says feminism is less a cause than
nuclear power or university investments in
South Africa. It has become so identified
with lesbianism that women will no support
it. Men "may pay lip service to feminism,"
she says, but it is usually just "to get the
feminist women into bed."
On jobs: College women shold look to
fields that have not been traditional for
women. "Electronics, structural engineer-
ing, and the aerospace industry are among
those that so far haven't been attracting
enough women workers to satisfy affirma-
tive-action needs," according to Ms.
On today's students (or "the new kid in
class is your mother"): Ms. finds that
women students 35 and older "constitute
the second-fastest-growing group" of
people returning to college. Part of the
reason so many women are becoming
students is economic, says Ms., and part is
a desire for a new career. But, for many,
local 9
Loan
defaults
by Barry Mitzman
Chronicle of Higher Education
Oregon has adopted one of the more
unusual of the many methods being used
by states to collect on student loans.
Other states have hired collection
agencies, filed iawsuits, and threatened to
fire defaulters working for state govern-
ment. Oregon simply withholds any money
owed by the state to the borrower and
applied that money of repayment to the
loan. The practice has contributed sub-
stantially to collections.
The policy is known as SOIL (For "set off
of individual liability"), and since 1973 it
has brought in $400,000, nearly 30 percent
of all the money collected on defaulted
guaranteed student loans.
In addition, SOIL is helpful in finding
missing borrowers, according to Jeffrey M.
Lee, executive director of the Oregon State
Scholarship Commission.
The scholarship commission works in
cooperation with the state department of
revenue, submitting to it the names and
social-security numbers of defaulters and
their co-signers.
Privacy laws prevent the teverue
department from giving out the addresses
of defaulters, Mr. Lee said, but "they
come to us" after tax refunds are withheld.
At present, 4,700 borrowers and co-
signers are in default on Oregon guaran-
teed student loans, and about half of them
are subject to SOIL withholding, according
to Max Conley, director of repayment
claims for the scholarship commission.
the reason is "akind of last-chance urgency
to know their own capabilities."
On women athletes: However slowly,
Ms. finds "the situation is improving for
women athletes at schools and colleges all
over the country" since the passage of
Title IX requiring equal treatment for men
and women in sports. In some cases, says
Ms., it is due more to "fear that H.E.W.
might someday exercise its powers and
actually take away sorely needed federal
dollars" than to any good will by the
colleges and universities.
UMO blues 1
I direct this writing to a small,
unorganized and mostly unrecognized
group of students here at UMO.
I know you're out there...I can hear you
crying.
I suspect for most of you freshmen, this
is the biggest change you've ever had to
face—the adjustment to "college life."
And now that you've been at good
ol'UMO for a few weeks, you're ready to go
home.
I know how you're feeling.
You're Numero Three in the two-
do, and consequently, your grades fall as
quickly as the first prelim starts.
Let's face it. You're lonely, miserable,
and homesick for the easier, happier days
of high school, home. and Mom and Dad.
And you're sure no one else ever felt the
same way you do now.. .after all, everybody
else fits in. has a good time, has friends.
You just don't feel like you belong.
But you do.
You are not alone. On this campus, in
your dorm, maybe even on your floor.
there's another guy or another girl who's
by Patti Lanigan
against-one-in-the-triple syndrome, and
even though your roommates are becoming
good friends, you've been sort of cast
aside. You know that when that time
comes, as distant as it may seem, to break
down triples, you'll be the one who has to
move.
You don't drink or do any drugs.
Partying is not a major preoccupation with
you. You'd rather spend Friday night at the
movies or (shudder!) even study. And
others on your floor quickly start mumbling
about "the one who doesn't like to
pahtee." Soon, the whole floor has labeled
you a jerk, a redneck, a nurd, and worse.
And because everything else is going so
rotten, you can't concentrate on your work,
you can't get into the studying you have to
feeling the same hurt as you. You just
haven't found each other yet.
There's a counseling center on this
campus. It's filled with good people who do
care and want to listen. They'll help you
endure, if not enjoy, this place.
You might play musical dorms until you
get settled with a good dorm with a good
roommate and a good floor. You might end
up moving off campus, and live independ-
ently. You might even end up liking where
you are right now, and even more, you
might end up liking college.
Someday, you'll look back at your early
UMO experience and realize you are a
better person for it. But for now, when
you're in the middle of the hassle
remember to keep the faith, friend. You'll
make it.
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Ruggers
Scrums, tries and hookers--Rub has them all
by Mary Ellen Garten
Staff writer
To the innocent bystander, the scene on
a rugby field generally looks like mass
confusion, to put it simply.
It's hard enough to understand football,
but ruggers can really make things look
confusing by using some of the football
zactics, but none of the rules.
First, there seems to be some sort of
huddle in the middle of the field, but both
teams are in on it. They suddenly break up
and start heading down one end of the
field, passing the ball to each other with
side, not overhead, throws. A few tackles
are thrown in, but no one goes down and
stays down, they just transfer the ball and
keep running.
But even if it looks and sounds
non-conforming, rugby is a bona-fide game
that is simple—once you know what is
going on.
Rugby. so the story goes, started during
a soccer game in Rugby. England, when a
frustrated player picked up the ball and
started running with it.
Today's rugby is more organized—there
are 15 men to each team, and the object of
the game is to carry the ball—an
over-inflated football—over the goal line
and touch it to the ground for a 'try.'
The huddle is actually called a scrum.
Eight forwards from each team come
together and lock arms to form a tunnel
down the middle.
The man in the middle from each team,
called the 'hooker,' is supported entirely
by two prop men on the sides, so his feet
are free to hook the ball and pass it back to
his men.
Once a team has possession of the ball,
they head for the goal post, passing the
ball either laterally or backwards, but
never forward. Running with the ball and
kicking it are also allowed.
Blocking is not allowed, and the only
man to be tackled is the one carrying the
ball. Late hits are judged by the referee,
and are subject to penalty.
Rugby has been part of the sports scene,
as a club, for eight years at Maine.
-It used to be where we could hardly put
two teams on the field," rugger Dave
Easton said. "Now the seasons start with
about 30 guys going out for the team. A lot
will be graduating this year, but we have
enough new men to carry on."
Rugby is one of the few clubs that has
not become a varsity sport on campus.
There are several reasons for this.
Easton said he knows of no college in the
country with a varsity rugby team.
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Lateral and backward passes are all apart of the game. Mark Cullenberg. Matt 0 'Hagenand Ju.-.,on Centrella work out dunbR afternoon scrimmage [photo by ME Gurteni
A cut-away view of a scrum reveals that the center man, called the 'hooker,' is supportedby two prop men so his feet are .free to kick the ball. [photo by M.E. Garteni
"And the traditional party after the
game wouldn't be possible if we were
varsity," he said. "Varsity tends to make
the sport too serious—like football. We
take the game seriously, but we like to
have fun after the game."
Easton feels the 'big bad' reputation the
ruggers have is not totally deserving. "We
go out and have a good time, but in the last
couple of years, we haven't done anything
to warrant a bad reputation," he said.
What kind of guy goes out to play rugby?
"It takes a special kind of person to
play—not everyone can," Easton said. The
game sometimes looks rougher than
football, but there is no padding on the
players, and they are not all great, hulking
masses. A well-conditioned, athletic body
is a must, and because there is no padding
courage also has a part.
Surprisingly, there are fewer injuries in
rugby than there are in football. And
usually they are minor—the usual bumps
and bruises, an occasional nosebleed and
very infrequently, there are major injuries
to shoulders and knees.
Because they have club status, the
student government grants the team travel
expenses. Everything else, including uni-
forms, are paid by the men themselves.
Chris Flanagan, a former rugby player
from Chicago and now a trustee at a local
bank, volunteers his services to referee
home games.
The team plays a full schedule each
semester, usually playing their A and B
teams every weekend against the likes of
MIT, UNH, Boston College. Boston
University and Tufts. Last weekend the
ruggers rolled over UM-Machias, a
newly-formed team, 33-4.
This year the Orono ruggers hope to host
the Yankee Conference tournament in Bar
Harbor. The club is a regular Yankee
Conference team, but are in an informal
division.
This weekend the ruggers hope to
overtake MIT in Massachusetts and
continue their winning streak.
Eight forwards from each team lock together in a scrum.
(Photo by M.E. Garten
around campus
The Men's Volleyball Club invites all
interested athletes to the organizational
meeting and first practice, Thursday,
September 20. from 6-8 p.m., in the
Gymnastics Room of Alumni Gym. No prior
experience is required; Coach Joe Rouse is
looking for good, all-around athletes who
want to help make UMO the best club team
in New England. For more information,
call Rouse at extension 7168.
* * *
If you're too busy to join a varsity sport,
but don't want to sit around every night,
don't forget Intramural sports. Director
Dave Ames said response has been good,
in some cases overwhelming to touch
football, water polo, coed softball and
tennis. This year is the first for outdoor
soccer, and students enthusiasm has
resulted in a 60 team
-schedule.
Next week, 3-man basketball, coed
volleyball, bowling and mens' softball will
get off the ground. Dorm R.A.'s should
send the names of thier intramural reps to
Dave Ames at Memorial Gym in order to
receive sign-up sheets.
* * *
The 1979 Black Bear football team may
not be off to an auspicious start, but opeperson still was desperate enough to jumpthe fence to cheer his team on during the
season opener vs Towson State.
James Joyce, a resdient of Phi Gamma
Delta, was summonsed for theft of servicesby the UMOPD when he was caughtjumping the fence, said Det. Terry Burgess
of the UMOPD. Burgess said Joyce was
taken to court on September 14 and fined$2 for restitution and told to make a
contribution to the "M" Club of SI.
Also during the UMaine-Boston Univer-
sity game, Burgess said another man was
summonsed for drinking in a public place.
A trial was set for the first part of
November.
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Sports Round-up
Cosell mouths off
It was a case of mistaken identity. But it
came on nationwide TV, and a pro football
player says ABC sports announcer Howard
Cosell may have to pay for it.
New York Giants offensive tackle Gordon
GraveIle says he's considering suing Cosell
for a disparaging remark Cosell made
during ABC's Monday night football
telecast of a game between the Giants and
the Washington Redskins.
Cosell, along with fellow announcers
Frank Gifford and Fran Tarkenton mistak-
enly identified Gus Coppens as GraveIle
throughout the game.
The problem occurred when a Washing-
ton end got around Coppens to sack the
Giants' quarterback. Cosell mistakenly
thought GraveIle was the culprit of the
play, and lashed into him.
GraveIle had recently been fined, and
Cosell suggested that he be fined again so
he could be sent off the field.
GraveIle blasted Cosell for the remark,
calling the sportscaster "a pompous, senile
idiot," "a disgrace to the broadcast
profession" and "an arrogant egotist."
GraveIle said he planned to talk to his
agent about Cosell's remark, and may sue
him for slander.
Smith on the line
The N-B-A's San Diego Clippers have
less than 24 hours to decide whether or not
to keep guard Randy Smith. He was
av.arded by Commissioner Larry O'Brien
to the Portland Trail Blazers as compensa-
tion for San Diego's signing of center Bill
Walton. But O'Brien gave the Clippers the
option of keeping Smith—provided they
give the Blazers $350,000 and a first-round
draft pick in 1982.
Parise retires NHL
Left wing J.P. Parise of the Minnesota
North Stars has announced his retirement
as a player after 12 National Hockey
League seasons. The 37-year-old Parise
will serve as an assistant to North Stars
Coach Glen Sonmor. Besides the North
Stars, Parise has played with Toronto and
the New York Islanders.
NBA decision nixed
A compensation decision made last year
by NBA Commissioner Lawrance O'Brien
has been vacated by a federal court judge
in New York. The case involves center
Marvin Webster, who was signed as a free
agent by the New York Knicks after
playing the 1977-78 season with the Seattle
Supersonics.
Judge Robert Carter ruled that the
compensation awarded to Seattle was
excessive and penalized the Kicks. That
compensation consisted of a first-round
draft pick this year, forward Lonnie Shelton
and $450,000.
Commissioner O'Brien says he's appal-
led by the fact that a judge was
determining the value of pro basketball
players. An NBA spokesman says the
league isn't sure what action Judge Carter
wants taken.
Martin on waivers
The New York Jets placed linebacker
Bob Martin on waivers today. Martin
didn't play Sunday against the Detroit
Lions, and some believe he was benched
for remarks critical of the Jets manage-
ment. The fourth-year man is in the option
year of his contract.
sports 11
While the Black Bear football team works out, the UMO cheerleaders are also busy
practicing for the next game. Saturday the Bears travel to UMass. [photo by Mary Ellen
Garten]
Twin hopes slashed
The playoff hopes of the Minnesota
Twins suffered a setback yesterday in
Chicago. The White Sox beat the Twins
6-to-0 on a four-hitter by Ross
Baumgarten.
Eagle injury
Philadelphia Eagles offensive lineman.
Wade Key has been placed on the injured
reserve list because of hamstring and groin
injuries. The ten-year veteran was hurt in
Sunday's win over New Orleans.
Come in and see us whether
you want a savings or checking
account.
Maybe you just
want to talk about finances.
We are here to offer
efficient service in a pleasant
relaxing atmosphere.
at 69 Main Street
Orono Office
Merchants
National
Bank of Bangor
n.i.c.
We are a full service bank
dealing in:
Savings Accounts
Checking Accounts
Loans
Mortgages
Master Charge
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Student co-op, a house of a different color
by Julia Frey
Staff Writer
In an age of increased inflation and
rocketing room and board rates, there
stands the Patch House, a student co-op,
where a student pays just $100 a month for
room and board.
In an effort to curb the high cost of living
by leading simpler lives, the students at
Patch House, located on College Avenue,
have formed the Orono Cooperative
Housing Corporation. which is encorpor-
ated with the state as a nonprofit
organization.
Patch House, donated to the university
by the late Emily Patch, founder of the
entomology department at UMO, boards
10 students.
The Patch House was formerly a
residence for married students. OCHC has
been renting from the university since
January 1978.
The house, containing two large kitch-
ens. two dining rooms, a living room, and
nine bedrooms, isn't modest about show-
ing its age. Its hardwood floors are
sagging. as if unable to bear the weight of
its occupants any longer. The walls are
shifting, causing the doors to appear
awkwardly hinged. The kitchen and hying
room ceilings are waffled decoratively and
painted white, successfully portraying
what had once been termed expensive and
in good taste.
John Coleman, president of OCHC, said
there is a desire among the students to
paint the house, but due to the year by year
lease, they are unsure about making any
investments in case they are unable to
reside there next year.
Coleman feels it would be to the
university's advantage to lease the house
on a four-year basis, rather than a one
year, "but they don't. They don't make
any money on it, but likewise, they don't
spend money on it either."
In the summer, the students planted a
garden from which now overflows a variety
of fresh, ripe vegetables.
Flowers of numerous bright col,ors line
the garden. They place these in a vase for
decoration on the dinner table.
The students' meals are primarily
vegetarian and this makes the garden all
the more valuable.
Each evening two students cook dinner,
having been previously assigned to do so.
One decides on the menu, while the other
helps in preparing the meal. Once ready,
everyone sits down to the candle-lit meal, a
prayer is sung. and food is dished from
plate to plate.
"It's an ideal living spot." Iranian says
Reza Kashkooli, a philosophy major,
The Patch House, a student co-op located on College Ave., offers students a "simplier"
way of living. [photo by Jason Centrellal
"where everybody helps each other by
being cooperative."
On Kashkooli's night to cook, the
students are treated to a meal with foreign
flare. His meal might consist of 'damp-
oche,' a potato and onion dish, or
'mucoche,' an herb and yogurt dish with
shredded cucumber. A large salad pre-
pared from fresh garden greens naturally
accompanies the dinner.
"I love it here," says Kashkooli. "I
became a vegetarian first out of necessity.
then after realizing how nutritional it
was."
Breakfasts and lunches aren't as formal
as dinner. says Coleman, "Each student
fends for himself (at this time.)"
They spend about $1500 a semester on
food, half of which they buy from a food
co-op. Coleman said.
In the corner of the dining room stands a
trophy case which houses a number of
trophies the students of Patch House have
won in canoe races. Last spring the
students went on a canoe trip down the St.
"Bring me a pitcher and a deck of cards and we'll be happy.
John River, said David Roberts, who is
studying mechanical engineering, "and we
hope to come back early after Christmas to
go to Baxter State Park. We plan tc see the
first sun rise in the U.S. on New Year's
Eve."
Coleman, a wildlife major, said, "Our
criteria in accepting students who apply
here is in chronological order, but there is
an attempt to keep a male/female
balance." There are presently five women
find it a lot easier
living with ten people
than with two or three:'
and five men, Coleman said.
"I find it a lot easier living with ten
people than living with two or three," says
Coleman, while picking up his chopsticks,
"We rarely have any real conflicts."
Each week, one person assigns chores to
each student, requiring they be done by
week's end.
The house is a two-story structure with
three staircases inside. Randy Kaleser, a
forestry major and lover of rock climbing,
recently finished "rehabilitating" his
room, by erecting a door where there had
been none before. This enables him to
enter his room without entering somebody
else's room. His climbing gear takes up the
majority of shelf space, reflecting a
ruggedness quite distinct from another
room whose occupant collects and displays
butterflies.
The thermostat is set at 60 degrees. "It
economically makes sense," said Roberts,
"People study at school. You just put on an
extra sweater and you're fine."
Every two weeks the students get
together as the Orono Cooperative Housing
Corporation to discuss the status of their
housing situation. Coleman and the rest of
OCHC have been trying unsuccessfully to
buy a house to be used as a student co-op.
They've been unable to raise enough
funds. One way to raise funds is by
requiring students to pay $50 to join the
co-op. But this is a slow process. says
Coleman.
"Ideally we'd like the student senate to
make the down payment on a house or a
private investor, but we've got to convince
them that it's worth it first," he said.
"Financing is hard to get, because
they've been burned with mortgages in the
past. One possibility is getting enough
people interested and renting another
house."
Coleman said their main goal is to raise
money to buy a new house for use as a
co-op for students. He feels that once they
get started, the co-op would prove to be a
good investment.
• Faculty
"gotten much worse" in his department
over the past 10 years, because salaries
have not kept up with inflation.
"I know some of our graduates last year
that took jobs with bachelor of science
degrees-22 years old and no experience—
and their salaries are greater than some of
our associate professors," he said.
He explained the engineering depart-
ment is competing with industry for
instructors and jobs in the outside market
pay twice the salary UMO pays its
professors.
C. Stewart Doty, president of the
Associated Faculties of the University of
Maine, says faculty flight never developed
into the severe problem UMO officials
predicted five years ago. The problem was
not one of numbers, he said, but of morale.
"There was the implication that if you
didn't flee, something was wrong with
you," Doty said. "I don't suspect that the
amount of flight was all that great, but the
effect on morale was enormous. He
believes the new contract has restored
faculty morale.
"The wage increase hasn't made us
rich." he said, but added, "you can see the
morale. The faculty are up, and when the
faculty are up, the teaching can't help but
be good."
• Arson
according to UMO Detective Terry
Burgess, the statute applies only to those
persons residing within the boundaries of
the state and retaining the same name.
DeNormandie. a New Hampshire resi-
dent at the time of the fire, has served time
in prison there, and is currently serving a
sentence at a Colorado prison. He changed
his name from Bruce Longo after he
escaped from prison.
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